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Abstract. Upon its restart in 2022, the LHCb experiment at the LHC will run
at higher instantaneous luminosity and utilize an unprecedented full-software
trigger, promising greater physics reach and efficiency. On the flip side, con-
forming to offline data storage constraints becomes far more challenging. Both
of these considerations necessitate a set of highly optimised trigger selections.
We therefore present HltEfficiencyChecker: an automated extension to the
LHCb trigger application, facilitating trigger development before data-taking
driven by trigger rates and efficiencies. Since the default in 2022 will be to per-
sist only the event’s signal candidate to disk, discarding the rest of the event,
we also compute efficiencies where the decision was due to the true MC signal,
evaluated by matching it to the trigger candidate hit-by-hit. This matching pro-
cedure – which we validate here – demonstrates that the distinction between a
“trigger” and a “trigger-on-signal” is crucial in characterising the performance
of a trigger selection.

1 Introduction1

The upgraded LHCb detector in Run 3 (2022-2025) [1] will take data at five times the pre-2

vious instantaneous luminosity, yielding on average five to six pp interactions per bunch3

crossing [2]. LHCb will also become the first hadron collider experiment with a full-software4

trigger. The previous level-0 (L0) hardware-based trigger will be removed, and instead the5

first level of the software-based High Level Trigger (HLT) will process the full 30 MHz pp6

collision rate. Across two levels, HLT1 and HLT2, the HLT performs a complete reconstruc-7

tion of each collision (or event), and persists only those events we consider to be interesting,8

thereby reducing the amount of data we store by three orders of magnitude. We denote this9

reconstruction as the online reconstruction here, because it occurs before any data are sent to10

permanent storage. Filtering is achieved by requiring that each event satisfies at least one of11
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many selection requirements at both HLT1 and HLT2. Each of these selections is known as a12

trigger line. Removal of the L0 hardware stage is projected to increase the trigger efficiency13

on typical hadronic decays of beauty hadrons by a factor of two [1, 3]. With the increase in14

interactions per event, this equates to a factor of ten increase in the signal yield per unit time15

with respect to Run 2 (2015-2018). Further gains are also expected in physics reach due to16

the collaboration’s 2020 decision to build the first stage of the trigger, HLT1, solely on GPUs17

[4, 5].18

All signal events retained by the trigger must be stored offline and made accessible for physics19

analysis. These gains therefore come with costs in the form of disk storage; the output band-20

width that can be written out of HLT2 will be restricted to 10 GB/s [2]. Whilst there has been21

considerable effort in reducing and compressing the size of the events written out [6, 7], this is22

not sufficient alone to hit the bandwidth target. We must also ensure that our trigger lines are23

highly-optimised: striking an appropriate balance between high signal efficiency and offline24

data storage and processing capacity.25

During Run 2, trigger efficiencies were typically evaluated using the data-driven “TISTOS”26

method [8–10]. In a busy hadron collider environment there is the risk that a trigger may not27

be related to the presence of the signal particle, so the efficiency of the trigger firing on signal28

was calculated by matching the trigger candidate – the reconstructed physics object made29

from detector hits representing e.g. the decay of a B meson – to a candidate constructed by a30

more complex and higher-purity offline (meaning that it was ran on the data saved on disk) re-31

construction and selection, which was assumed to be the true signal in that event (if present).32

Therefore, a valid positive trigger decision was one where the trigger built and accepted a can-33

didate that matched the “true” offline candidate. This is known as the trigger-on-signal, or34

TOS efficiency, and provides an accurate measurement of the true signal efficiency. However,35

calculating efficiencies with respect to an offline reconstruction and selection gives scope for36

complication, inconsistency and bias. An offline reconstruction and selection also necessi-37

tates that the full raw event be saved. Disk storage constraints make this impractical for the38

majority of the physics processes in Run 3. Instead, the majority of trigger lines will persist39

to the Turbo stream, which discards the raw event and saves only the reconstructed signal40

candidate in the event, in a format ready for physics analysis [2, 6]. This drastically reduces41

the size of each saved event, but makes an offline reconstruction and selection from the raw42

event impossible. The only remaining relevant set of trigger-unbiased events we can take to43

measure trigger efficiencies is simulated signal events.44

Nevertheless, the case for a “TOS-like” efficiency is still clear. In Turbo-persisted events, the45

candidate that the trigger reconstructed and selected is treated as signal, regardless of its true46

origin. Triggering on background is not a new problem, but information on how likely such47

a “false positive” will be is critical for a line author. For lines that will persist part/all of the48

raw event, the only candidates which have a trigger efficiency that can be well understood, in49

a typical physics analysis, are those that can be matched to the signal.50

At LHCb, line development has typically been done by independent line authors with no51

centralized or automated tools in place. This presents a variety of problems: it is not an52

optimal usage of person-power, and leads to variations in approach, definitions of efficiencies53

and the degree of testing and validation. Our aim was to build a tool that enables the crucial54

work of line tuning, and further does so in a well-defined, user-friendly and automated way.55

Whilst the tool should be flexible for different signals and trigger lines, the definitions of56

efficiencies used should be transparent and consistent for most use cases. We also aimed57

to build a lightweight algorithm that could match trigger candidates to the true signal in a58

simulated event, such that we could evaluate a representative and robust “trigger-on-signal”59



efficiency. In the following we shall denoted this as the TOS efficiency for brevity, despite its60

differences to the traditional meaning of TOS described above.61

In the next section we give a brief outline of the implementation of62

HltEfficiencyChecker, and define the relevant quantities of interest in line tuning.63

We also go into more detail on the TOS matching procedure. In Section 3 we perform a64

validation study of this procedure. This is followed by Section 4, which showcases the65

tool. Limitations and possibilities for future work are included in Section 5. We give some66

conclusions on the study in Section 6.67

2 Implementation68

The HltEfficencyChecker package is built on top of the LHCb trigger application Moore,69

as well as the LHCb Analysis project, which houses tools used for offline analysis. The70

user provides a simple script which configures the trigger, the simulated sample to run over71

and the results that the user wishes to see. Under-the-hood, HltEfficiencyChecker runs72

the trigger on the simulated sample as a subprocess. Offline analysis tools are then called73

to persist trigger information, as well as the kinematics of the true Monte-Carlo (MC) signal74

candidate in the event, to the ROOT ntuple format. A second subprocess is then called, which75

is one of a set of analysis scripts which calculate and plot the observables of interest. The76

configuration can be provided in two ways depending on the experience level of the user with77

regards to the trigger software.78

We define a trigger decision (DEC) efficiency as79

ε =
NTriggered

NPre-selected
, (1)

where NPre-selected is the number of MC signal candidates passing a pre-selection cut, or de-80

nominator. In the interest of consistency, HltEfficiencyChecker has a hard-coded dictio-81

nary of denominators indexed by key via the configuration script1. The default denominator,82

chosen for simplicity and to give the most unbiased results, requires that all the final-state83

children of the signal decay are charged and produced long tracks2 in the fiducial acceptance84

of the detector. As is detailed later, we will use a representative B decay as a test case, so in85

accordance with previous LHCb trigger efficiencies [3], we also require that the parent B me-86

son has a lifetime greater than 0.2 ps. Such a cut is typical, as there is too much background87

at low lifetimes, making these B candidates very hard to analyse. These requirements are88

made on the truth-level information of the true MC signal candidate, rather than the candi-89

date built by the trigger out of reconstructed tracks, hereafter the trigger candidate. Owing to90

the excellent reconstruction, we expect the difference between the two to be negligible when91

reconstructing the true MC signal. The TOS efficiency is92

ε =
NTriggered & Matched

NPre-selected
, (2)

where events in the numerator require that at least one trigger candidate (many trigger candi-93

dates per event are possible) could be “matched” to the true MC signal candidate in the event.94

1A new denominator can of course be hard-coded in, but this is deliberately left inflexible.
2A “long” track traverses the LHCb tracking system: it has hits in the VELO, before the magnet, and the Scintil-

lating Fibre Tracker downstream of the magnet [11].



The matching algorithm collects the detector hits of the trigger candidate’s tracks and the95

true signal’s tracks, and requires that 70% or more of the trigger candidate hits are present in96

the true signal for the trigger candidate to be TOS with respect to the true MC signal for that97

trigger line. For simplicity, this algorithm does not account for different signal topologies:98

regardless of the number of tracks and how they combine, all of the hits are collected into a99

single container. Trigger lines often trigger on a subset of the decay products of a complex100

decay. Since this matching fraction is a fraction of trigger candidate hits, rather than true sig-101

nal hits, a trigger candidate reconstructing of a subset of a decay, e.g. the J/ψ in Bs → J/ψφ102

will be TOS with respect to the intermediate particle (J/ψ) and the parent particle (Bs). This103

is desirable since an analyst may require that the trigger fired on at least one part of the decay,104

particularly in HLT1, where simpler, looser, inclusive one and two-track selections are made.105

Keeping with the same example, the J/ψ itself is not the final state that we trigger on, but106

it decays to two muons, and the J/ψ trigger candidate should be made up of two final-state107

muon tracks. The same is true for the φ, which decays here to two kaons. There is a possibil-108

ity in our algorithm that a kaon and a muon track are combined to make the trigger candidate109

of the two-track line. This may or may not be considered as a useful source of efficiency for110

an offline analysis. Here, we prefer not to consider events triggered on a muon-kaon pair as111

useful. We can filter them out by additionally defining a Bs TOS OR efficiency:112

ε =
NTriggered & (Match on J/ψ or on φ)

NPre-selected
, (3)

which is the same as Eq. (2), except that we require that at least one sub-decay in the true113

signal decay could be properly matched to a trigger candidate. In Bs → J/ψφ, this corre-114

sponds to a two-track trigger candidate being TOS on either the J/ψ or the φ in the event, or115

a one-track candidate being matching to one of the kaons or muons. This TOS OR efficiency116

can be generalised to other multi-body decays through intermediate states.117

The final quantity of interest in this study is the rate of a trigger line:118

ε =
NTriggered

NEvents
× Input Rate . (4)

which is evaluated on minimum bias simulation with no pre-selection. The input rate of119

events depends on the trigger stage in question, e.g. it is 30 MHz for HLT1 in Run 3.120

3 Validation of matching procedure121

In order to validate the matching procedure, we define a simple test setup of the high-level122

trigger. We use a simulated sample of the representative heavy flavour decay Bs → J/ψφ123

(with J/ψ → µ+µ− and φ → K+K−), and run two trigger lines: one searching for a single124

track and the other for a two-track vertex, similar to that present in LHCb’s HLT1. This125

enables us to test the matching algorithm when matching to different topologies: the one-126

track line should match to one of the two muons or kaons, whereas the two-track line should127

trigger on the J/ψ and φ. The selection they apply is, in both cases, based on a trained128

multivariate analysis (MVA) classifier to identify the products of a heavy-flavour decay, but129

the exact specifics of the lines are not important here.130

In the matching algorithm, the only free parameter is the minimum matching fraction that we131

declare the trigger candidate is TOS. We anticipate that the TOS efficiency will vary with min-132
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Figure 1: Histograms of the trigger candidate matching fractions to each of the true signal
candidates, for the one-track line (left) and the two-track line (right) for triggered Bs → J/ψφ
events. The dashed line is at a matching fraction of 0.7.

imum matching fraction. The absolute value of the TOS efficiency is however not hugely im-133

portant, so long as it is not biased too high by false positives (e.g. spurious trigger candidates134

that overlap with the true signal but do not come from it) or biased too low by throwing away135

good matches. Historically, the minimum matching fraction used in the TISTOS method136

was 0.7 (although this varied for hits in different subdetectors). This is also the matching137

fraction commonly used to match reconstructed tracks to true MC tracks when calculating138

LHCb’s track reconstruction efficiency, where it has been validated to have a high efficiency139

of matching well-reconstructed tracks [12]. We therefore choose to start with 0.7.140

To investigate the suitability of this minimum matching fraction, in Fig. 1 we have plotted a141

histogram of the matching fractions of the trigger candidates made by the one- and two-track142

lines in response to Bs → J/ψφ. In the case of the one-track line, the distribution of candidates143

is skewed towards a matching fraction of either 0 or 1, with almost no trigger candidates144

falling inbetween. The tail of candidates at low matching fractions demonstrates that spurious145

tracks/tracks from the underlying event can overlap to a small degree with the true signal146

track. We infer that the tail at high matching fractions is due to extra hits not present in the147

true signal; for instance due to random hits that happen to align with the track direction and148

are picked up by the pattern recognition algorithms. We consider such tracks to still be good149

matches to the true signal track, and therefore conclude that the minimum matching fraction150

should not be set too close to 1. The lack of overlap between the populations at 0 and 1151

suggests there is almost no likelihood that a spurious track can imitate a true signal track well152

enough to be declared TOS with a matching fraction of 0.7 or more.153

In the two-track case, we observe the same populations at 0 and 1, but also a large population154

peaking around 0.5. This intermediate population suggests that there are candidates formed155

of one well-matched track and a second track that is picked up from the underlying event or156

otherwise spurious. The broadness of the peak reflects the tail of overlap present at low and157

high matching fractions in the one-track case, and that the two tracks need not have the same158

absolute number of hits.159

In both the one- and two-track cases, a minimum matching fraction of 0.7 is sufficient to160

separate the well-matched population from those candidates that we consider to not be ade-161

quately matched at lower matching fractions. This good separation suggests that, near 0.7,162
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Figure 2: (left) The efficiency that at least one one-track trigger candidate matched one of
the kaons or muons in triggered events and (right) the efficiency that at least one two-track
trigger candidate matched the J/ψ or φ in Bs → J/ψφ, as a function of the minimum matching
fraction requirement.

the TOS efficiency will not be a strong function of the matching fraction. This can indeed be163

seen in Fig. 2. The efficiency is flat as a function of matching fraction in the region near to164

0.7. We also see here a large shift in TOS efficiency near 0.5 in the two-track case, indicative165

of the loss of the candidates where only one of the two tracks was well-matched. We also see166

a drop as we move towards a matching fraction of 1 which is the result of – what we assert to167

be – well-matched candidates that should not be thrown away.168

From these plots we can conclude that a minimum matching fraction of 0.7 selects the trigger169

candidates that we believe to be correctly matched with both high efficiency and purity. In170

the region around 0.7, the TOS efficiency is stable, which reassures us that the absolute choice171

does have a large impact.172

4 Line tuning with HltEfficiencyChecker173

In the previous two sections, we have outlined and validated the implementation of174

HltEfficiencyChecker as a tool for line development. The aim was to provide line de-175

velopers with the key information they need to be able to tune their line. In this section we176

showcase how the tool does this, by showing some of the plots that it can be configured to177

make. This is not an exhaustive list, and the plots shown here should not be taken as indicative178

of the trigger performance that LHCb predicts to achieve in Run 3.179

We keep the example of Bs → J/ψφ and the simple one- and two-track lines from the previous180

section. The LHCb HLT2 trigger application Moore allows us to configure multiple copies of181

a line with slightly differing thresholds, so in Fig. 3a we show the rate on minimum bias and182

the trigger DEC efficiency for six versions of the same line, making slightly different choices183

on the three MVA parameters.184

How the signal efficiency varies with the kinematics of the signal may be of interest to the185

line author as well. In Fig. 3b we show the DEC efficiency of the one-track line, plus two of186

the slightly-varied lines from Fig. 3a, plotted against the true transverse-momentum of the187

Bs in Bs → J/ψφ decays.188
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Figure 3: (a) Rate on minimum bias vs. DEC efficiency on Bs → J/ψφ for the one-track
line, plus six toy variations of the same line with different MVA parameters. (b) The DEC
efficiencies on Bs → J/ψφ of the one-track line (blue), plus two toy variations of the line
(red, green), plotted as function of Bs transverse-momentum pT (Bs). The scaled pT (Bs)
distribution is under-laid in grey.
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Figure 4: The DEC (red) and TOS OR (green) efficiencies of the one-track line (left) and two-
track line (right) in response to Bs → J/ψφ, as function of Bs transverse-momentum pT (Bs).
The scaled pT (Bs) distribution is overlaid in grey, and the efficiencies averaged over pT (Bs)
are listed in the legend.

The DEC efficiency, TOS efficiency with respect to each child, and the TOS OR efficiency can189

all be plotted in a variety of combinations against a variety of true kinematic quantities. Since190

this flexibility is available, the line developer can exploit it to study the difference between191

the difference types of efficiency, which give them more insight on the performance of their192

line. For example, in Fig. 4 we have plotted both the DEC and TOS OR efficiencies of the one-193

and two-track lines in response to Bs → J/ψφ. A non-negligible difference is seen between194

the two efficiencies in both cases, which is perhaps most clear when comparing the integrated195

efficiencies listed in the legend.196



5 Limitations and future work197

In section 3 we restricted the validation of the TOS matching procedure to just a one- and198

two-track line for the sake of simplicity. However, there will be lines in LHCb’s HLT2199

that will build more complex three- and four-track combinations. We cannot draw the same200

conclusions of our matching procedure in these cases. For example, it is easy to see that,201

with the same procedure, a four-track candidate would be flagged as TOS even if only three202

out of the four tracks in the trigger candidate were from the true signal, as this would achieve203

a matching fraction of roughly 0.75. We previously argued that such a case, where one of204

the tracks is not from the signal, should not be TOS. Further work is therefore needed to205

generalise the matching algorithm to make it valid for these more complex cases. This could206

for instance be done by instead requiring that each individual track in the trigger candidate207

matches to a signal track with greater than 70% of the hits.208

As mentioned in section 3, the Run 2 offline implementation of TOS matching was slightly209

more complex, in that it required slightly differing fractions of overlap for hits in the different210

LHCb subdetectors. Such an approach was not studied here, and could give slightly different211

efficiencies, although we believe that this will be very much a second order effect.212

Finally, this work comes as part of the large effort by the LHCb RTA project to validate and213

optimise the LHCb HLT. For example, in recent years a nightly CI testing and performance214

regression suite has been put in place [13]. HltEfficiencyChecker could be used in these215

contexts to perform automated regression tests of the high-level physics performance of the216

trigger, for example in response to merge requests. This possibility requires significant extra217

work in plumbing things together, but would be a large step forward in building a more218

reliable and more performant trigger in time for Run 3.219

6 Conclusion220

When the LHCb experiment restarts data-taking in 2022, there will be substantial challenges221

in meeting the requirements placed on the trigger by the available offline data storage. We222

can only achieve these challenges with a well-tuned set of trigger lines. In this paper we223

have presented the HltEfficiencyChecker package, which extends the LHCb trigger ap-224

plication and enables development driven by rates and efficiencies. This allows tuning to225

begin before data-taking, and ensures that these key observables are calculated in a consistent226

manner. Whilst we have not given a tutorial on the tool here, we believe that the tool is also227

flexible and easy to use. The tool has already been used by several line authors even at this228

early stage of trigger development, and positive feedback has been received. It was used in229

the LHCb HLT1 technology decision study [5].230

As well as providing the simple trigger “decision” efficiency to line authors,231

HltEfficiencyChecker also gives the efficiency that the trigger fired on a true signal parti-232

cle in the event, known as the “trigger-on-signal” or TOS efficiency. The matching algorithm233

to determine this has been validated on a simple test case of one- and two-track lines; we find234

that it gives results that are stable with respect to the choice of the matching requirement and235

separates out matches to the true signal with high efficiency and purity, giving a good esti-236

mation of the true signal efficiency. This test case does not extend to all the possible trigger237

lines that will be present in the Run 3 HLT, so further work should be done generalise the238

matching approach.239

Finally, we then showcased how HltEfficiencyChecker can be used in line development.240

In the test line development scenario, we find non-negligible differences between the “de-241



cision” efficiency and the TOS efficiency. We expect this discrepancy to be common, and it242

demonstrates that information on both of these quantities is crucial for the user to properly243

characterise the performance of their line. This tool is now available to the LHCb community,244

and will form a critical part of ensuring that the LHCb HLT is fit-for-purpose in time for the245

start of Run 3.246
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